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ABSTRACT. A numerical model to predict crack propagation phenomena in 
sandwich structures is proposed. The model incorporates shear deformable 
beams to simulate high performance external skins and a 2D elastic domain 
to model the internal core. Crack propagation is predicted in both core and 
external skin-to-core interfaces by means of a numerical strategy based on an 
Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) formulation. Debonding phenomena 
are simulated by weak based connections, in which moving interfacial 
elements with damage constitutive laws are able to reproduce the crack 
evolution. Crack growth in the core is analyzed through a moving mesh 
approach, where a proper fracture criterion and mesh refitting procedure are 
introduced to predict crack tip front direction and displacement. The moving 
mesh technique, combined with a multilayer formulation, ensures a significant 
reduction of the computational costs. The accuracy of the proposed approach 
is verified through comparisons with experimental and numerical results. 
Simulations in a dynamic framework are developed to identify the influence 
of inertial effects on debonding phenomena arising when different core 
typologies are employed. Crack propagation in the core of sandwich structures 
is also analyzed on the basis of fracture parameters experimentally determined 
on commercially available foams. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 
omposites materials are widely utilized in several applications ranging from aerospace to civil engineering fields [1, 
2]. Sandwich structures are a particular class of composites consisting of two thin face sheets made of stiff and 
strong materials such as metal or fiber reinforced composites bonded to a thick and deformable core with low 
density [3]. They are able to ensure a good resistance under bending/shear loading, offering a great variety of lightweight 
structural systems. Unfortunately, sandwich panels are affected by both macroscopic and microscopic damage phenomena, 
mainly produced by the heterogeneity of the layered systems, which reduce the integrity of the composite structure, leading 
to catastrophic failure mechanisms [4].  
From physical and mathematical viewpoints, two main issues are demanding a detailed understanding of the mechanical 
behavior of sandwich panels: the propagation of internal macro-cracks in the core [5] and the delamination at face/core 
interfaces [6]. These problems have been addressed by mean of different numerical approaches, mostly developed in the 
framework of the Finite Element Method (FEM) due to its versatility to model complex structures.  
Specific modelling techniques are required to predict crack tip motion of internal material discontinuities. Interface elements 
based on Cohesive Zone Model (CZM) or Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) are frequently used to predict crack 
tip evolution. Discrete or distributed interface elements can be easily incorporated into FEMs, by introducing constitutive 
traction forces between adherent internal surfaces [7]. These methodologies are frequently used in sandwich structures to 
predict the crack evolution at the core/skin interfaces, since the crack motion is expressed as a function of a linear positional 
variable coinciding typically with the interface coordinate. However, such modeling is affected by numerical problems due 
to mesh dependence, computing inefficiency, and sensitivity to the element aspect ratio. These issues may be partially 
addressed by adopting a very fine discretization at the crack tip front, but numerical complexity remains, due to the high 
number of computational points requested.  
Sandwich structures are also affected also by macro-cracks in the core. Quite complex scenarios are observed in presence 
of kinking phenomena of the crack, starting from the interfaces. In these cases, the crack growth requires more advanced 
numerical modeling techniques, since it needs to be expressed both in terms of angle of propagation and tip displacement. 
The use of CZM is quite cumbersome, since a very large number of interface elements need to be introduced, at least along 
the path where the crack growth is expected. Alternatively, crack propagation in 2D continuum elements can be achieved 
by using adaptive mesh refinement methods, in which the element boundaries are coincident with moving internal 
discontinuities [8]. However, an accurate description in terms of field variable interpolation is needed to describe the updated 
set of nodes at each mesh adaptation step and the corresponding quadrature points. Moreover, computational errors are 
introduced due to the projection procedures required by the re-meshing process [9]. Another possibility is to tackle the 
problem through the Boundary Element Method (BEM). In this case, only the structures boundaries (and not the internal 
domains) are represented by means of a proper mesh discretization [10]. Although such hypothesis reduces the 
computational costs required to generate new elements, computational complexity due to the need to define singular 
integrals remains. Previous formulations are classified in the literature as geometrical representation approaches [11], since 
an explicit definition of the cracked surfaces is required by the numerical models in order to evaluate the fracture variables 
and the subsequent crack propagation. Among the formulations in which an implicit crack definition is achieved, Extended 
Finite Element Method (XFEM) is currently used with success in many practical applications. The basic idea is to use 
nonconforming elements to model macro-cracks by enriching shape functions of the mesh elements by discontinuity 
properties. However, a further extension is required to predict fracture variables for nonlinear problems, especially in 
presence of frictional effects [12]. Moreover, the methodology needs a different number of kinematic variables for each 
node and thus the total number of mesh points may vary with the crack growth. Others methodologies based on Discrete 
Element Method (DEM) [13] or MeshFree Methods (MFMs) [14] have been formulated in the last decade, providing valid 
alternatives to study such problems.  
Methods based on Moving Mesh technique (MM) provide a feasible and sensible way to predict crack growth mechanisms 
in continuum media. Early studies were developed in [15], where MM was employed to predict energy release rate by using 
a virtual crack extension. The Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian Formulation (ALE) was only recently implemented in Fracture 
Mechanics in [16, 17]. A generalization of the ALE approach was also proposed in the framework of weak based moving 
cohesive forces, where the interlaminar debonding phenomena are predicted without modifying the formulation of the 
structural problem [18]. The extension to a generalized crack path is quite rare in the literature, especially in those cases in 
which a proper prediction of crack angle variability is required. To the authors’ knowledge, only in [19] a generalized mesh 
refitting procedure applied to a continuum media is developed. 
The main goal of this paper is to generalize the numerical implementation proposed in [20-22] in the framework of sandwich 
structures, with the purpose to describe delamination phenomena along the interfaces and macrocracks evolution in the 
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core. The proposed strategy explores the possibility to combine different crack growth phenomena. In detail, interface 
debonding phenomena at core/skin interfaces are simulated by using a weak-based moving interface strategy. Moreover, 
the evolution of internal cracks in the core is predicted by using a strong-based ALE strategy, in which the governing 
equations are expressed in the moving ALE coordinates by means of transformation rules between moving and fixed 
referential configurations and proper crack growth functions to identify the crack tip motion.  
The model is implemented numerically by using a finite element approximation. This allows the development of a series of 
numerical results demonstrating the effectiveness of the method to simulate both the interfacial debonding and the crack 
propagation in the sandwich core. Experimental tests are also performed in order to analyze the fracture parameter of a 
commercially available foam that are commonly used as core material in real applications. The actual material properties 
experimentally obtained are employed to inform the numerical simulations. 
 
 
THEORETICAL FORMULATION  
 
he proposed model is formulated in the framework of a two-dimensional idealization of a sandwich structure. It 
consists of an internal core, modelled by means of a plane stress formulation, and two external skins, following a 
Timoshenko beam kinematic. The formulation is able to predict crack growth of material discontinuities, which may 
affect the skin/core interfaces and the core. At interface level, this is achieved by the use of moving interface elements, 
which ensure an accurate description of the fracture variables in the process zone in terms cohesive Traction Separation 
Laws (TSL). For the core region, a generalization of the above interface model is proposed, since the crack tip may evolve 
in the two-dimensional domain. A synoptic representation of the model is reported in Fig. 1, where, without loss of 
generality, an initial crack length is assumed in both interface and core. 
 
 
Figure 1: Schematic representation of the sandwich structure: interfacial and core macrocracks. 
 
Interface/core debonding phenomena  
ALE strategy is implemented in the interface regions to accurately describe the evolution of debonding phenomena. In 
particular, moving cohesive interface elements simulate the traction forces produced by the evolution of material 
discontinuities. Cohesive constitutive laws are parametrized in terms of a moving interface coordinate system in order to 
simulate the motion of the process zone acting at the skin/core interfaces. From the mathematical point of view, the 
parametrization of positional variables is expressed as a function of two configurations, i.e. Referential Configuration (RC) 
or Moving Configuration (MC). The relationship between RC and MC coordinates of each particle is descripted by the 
mapping operator  (Fig.2), as follows:  
 
 ,     :X t with RC MC            (1) 
 
where  and X are the referential and moving coordinates, respectively. The mesh motion is expressed, by introducing the 
regularization or rezoning equations, defined in terms of the mesh displacement function X  of the computational nodes. 
T 
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Without loss of generality, the following Laplace-based equations developed either in Statics (S) or Dynamics (D) are 
considered [23]: 
 
       2 3, 1 , 12 2, ,
, ,
0   ( )       0 ( )
j j
j jt tX X t S X X t D
t  
   
                    
   (2) 
 
where j, with j=(L, R), represents the index referred to the Left (L) or Right (R) process zones, whereas jX  corresponds 
to the mesh displacement function. Previous equations should be completed by boundary and initial conditions. 
Homogeneous conditions are required to prescribe mesh displacements at left and right ends, in such a way to verify the 
coincidence in terms of positional variables: 
 
   0 0, 0 0   X X        0, 0   X L X L         (3) 
 
 
Figure 2: Moving and referential coordinate systems for the skin/core interfaces. 
 
In addition, the prescribed mesh motion at debonding length is defined by introducing a crack growth function. During the 
crack tip advance, the crack function is always equal to zero, whereas it is negative when the crack tip is stationary. A classical 
crack growth criterion, defined in terms of the Energy Release Rate (ERR) mode components normalized on the critical 
value, is assumed: 
 
     2 2 1
r r
I II
f
IC IIC
G X G X
g X
G G
              
        with           0fg X            (4) 
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where r is the parameter used to describe fracture in different material and  ,IC IICG G  are the total area under the traction 
separation law. Moreover,  ,I IIG G  are the individual ERRs, which correspond to the integral function of the TSL defined 
in terms of the maximum opening/axial stresses and displacements. For the sake of simplicity, classical bilinear relationships 
of the TSL are assumed in the present paper, whilst the generalization to more complex cases can be implemented 
straightforward. Boundary and initial conditions at the crack tip front are verified by enforcing a rigid displacement of the 
process zone on a specific length, namely , at the extremities of the computational nodes. This choice ensures that the 
NL involved in the debonding mechanisms are constrained to a small portion containing the process zone, reducing the 
total complexities of the model. Consequently, the following boundary conditions should be considered in the analysis: 
    1j jj jX X X X     with      0jjfg X   and   0jfg X      (5) 
 
where + or – refer to the Right or Left debonding crack fronts, respectively, and  ,j jX X   correspond to the 
coordinates of the extremities of the debonding region (Fig.2).  
It is worth noting that the conditions in Eqs.(5) are prescribed by means of a simple procedure, which consists, at first, to 
predict the values of the fracture function at the extremities of the debonding region and, subsequently, to enforce that each 
step of the crack growth corresponds to a null value of the fracture energy. Therefore, by using a linear approximation 
function along the debonding region, the current nominal crack tip displacements can be expressed by means of the 
following relationships: 
  
   0    0,     0
j
fj jj j
f fj jj j
f f
g X toll
X g X g
g X toll g X

      
  
    (6) 
 
  
Figure 3: Moving and referential coordinate systems for core domain. 
 
Core debonding crack growth  
The evolution of preexisting cracks in the core is simulated by the generalization of the formulation developed in previous 
subsection to a two-dimensional domain. Two configurations are introduced to describe the mesh motion defined as 
referential or material ones. The latter is modified by the geometry variations produced by the crack advance, whereas the 
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former is basically fixed or at least re-meshed in those cases in which large distortions occur. The mapping between the two 
configurations is governed by the following expressions: 
 
 M RX X        1R MX X           (7)  
where : R MC C  with  X Y    is assumed to be invertible with continuous inverse,  ,M RX X  are material and referential positional vector functions with  TM M MX X Y  and  TR R RX X Y . In addition, the transformation between the RC and the MC is also expressed by gradient operator defined as a function of the Jacobian matrix, on the basis 
of Eq.(7): 
 
   1M RJ        
X Y
R R
X Y
R R
X Y
J
X Y
           

      (8) 
 
According to the ALE methodology, rezoning or regularization equations are required to modify the mesh position, 
reducing mesh distortions. In addition, on the external boundaries, boundary and initial conditions should be enforced to 
constraint the mesh motion to do not exceed the structural domain. Therefore, according to a mesh regularization method 
based on Laplace’s method, the following relationships hold: 
 
2 20     0
0,           
X Y
UX on S
     
   
          (9) 
 
where 2 is the nabla operator and SU is the external boundary of the core system.  Additional equations are required to modify the mesh positions of moving boundaries, which describe preexisting internal 
cracks. However, in order to quantify the crack advance in terms of displacement and angle of propagation, a crack growth 
criterion should be introduced. Similarly to what proposed to simulate the core-to-skin interfaces debonding, a fracture 
function based on local-Griffith approach criterion defined in terms of the ERR is assumed. Moreover, the Maximum 
Energy release rate criterion is used [24] for the crack angle prediction. In particular, the crack tip boundary conditions are 
defined in terms of incremental displacements by means of the following equations: 
 
    2
1
cos ,        sin ,          with          tan  and T T T T
JX Y arc
J
              
  
   (10) 
where  is the angle of crack propagation  ,T TX Y   are the crack tip components along (XR, YR) coordinate system, (J1, 
J2) are the components of the J integral along normal (e1) and tangential (e2) directions.   
Moreover, T is the incremental displacement of the tip, which is determined by solving the following constrained 
optimization problem: 
 
0,    0     0T F T F T Ff f f                (11) 
 
 
NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION 
 
he model is implemented numerically by using a finite element approximation. In particular, the structural 
formulation of the skins follows a Timoshenko beam model, whereas the core is based on a 2D plane-stress 
description. Skins and core are connected through internal forces arising from the TSL of the moving interface 
elements. It is worth noting that the governing equations of the skins are not affected by the ALE interface formulation, 
since it contributes as weak contribution in the structural formulation. Contrarily, in the case of the core region, governing 
equations should be modified by changing the variables and their derivatives from the MC to the RC, by using 
T 
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transformation rules defined by Eq.s (7)-(8). In the present paper, more emphasis is given to the numeric procedure 
implemented to simulate the crack growth in the core, since the one related to the core/skin interfaces can be recovered in 
previous author’s works [21, 22, 25]. 
From the numerical point of view, the crack growth is achieved by evaluating the interfacial variables on a small region 
containing the crack tip. In the proposed model, the J-integral methodology is used to evaluate on a contour enclosing the 
tip, in which a high number of elements is introduced to ensure accuracy in the prediction of the fracture variables. During 
the crack growth, such region is moved rigidly, avoiding mesh distortions in the crack tip region. Moreover, the boundaries 
affected by the crack advance are enforced to have the same displacements of the structure, leaving unaffected the shape of 
the cracked faces. This task is achieved by introducing two nodes close to the region adjoining the crack tip, which are 
stretched as far as the angle variation predicted by Eq.(10). 3 is lower than a fixed angle tolerance value. Once tolerance 
condition is satisfied, a new definition of the computational nodes, driven by the new value of crack propagation angle, is 
required. During the crack growth, mesh movements of the computational nodes produce distortions in the grid points, 
which are eliminated by the use of a re-meshing algorithm. This is able to reconstruct a new regular mesh discretization, 
transferring the nodal variables from the distorted to the new computational points. The procedure is recalled by means of 
a mesh quality parameter, which controls the allowable distortion in each element. Governing equations as well as the steps 
referred to above are formulated by using a customized FE subroutine in the framework of COMSOL Multiphysics software 
[26]. The algorithm was developed by means of script files implemented in a MATLAB® environment, which manage the 
parameters and the results required by the iterative procedure. In particular, the following steps are implemented in the user 
subroutine:  
0) Read the input data: geometry, material, mesh discretization and load configuration; 
1) Evaluate fracture variables and crack angle of propagation (Eq.(10).3); 
2) Check crack growth conditions (Eq.(11)); 
3) Solve incremental Structural and ALE problem; 
4) Check tolerance conditions for the angle variation or mesh quality; 
5) If the angle variation or mesh quality tolerance are satisfied, proceed to the crack growth, else employ re-meshing 
algorithm.  
The proposed procedure is quite general and can be solved either in a static or dynamic frameworks, taking into account 
the time dependent effects produced by the inertial characteristics of the structure and the boundary motion involved by 
debonding phenomena. Since the governing equations are essentially nonlinear, an incremental-iterative procedure has been 
adopted to evaluate the current solution. 
 
 
FRACTURE PROPERTIES OF FOAMS 
 
n this section, the fracture toughness of a commercially available core foam under mode I is evaluated by three point 
bending tests on Semi-Circular Bending (SCB) specimens. Mode II is analysed on Asymmetric Semi-Circular Bend 
(ASCB) specimens. Ayatollahi et al. [27] proved that the ASCB loading scheme is able to generate all range of mixed 
fracture modes in fragile construction materials, including a pure mode II fracture condition. The method was used by 
Marsavina et al. [28, 29] for PVC foams. 
The experimental determination of fracture properties of the core is instrumental to the implementation of the numerical 
simulations that follow in the paper.  
 
Experimental Setup 
The experimental tests were performed using a Tinius Olsen testing machine equipped with a 5 kN load cell and an 
appropriate bending rig. All specimens were cut from 20 mm Divinycell H100 panels in the two main directions using a 
Denford CNC router with a 0.1 mm resolution equipped with a 3 mm drill bit. Although the numerical cutting procedure 
included the mid-span sample notching, the natural crack was initiated by sliding a fresh razor across the notch root.  
The samples were uniformly sprayed with several coats of white paint. Subsequently a stream of black paint was applied as 
to obtain a random b/w speckle pattern, the ideal  reference system for Digital Image Correlation (DIC) purpose [30].  
Fig. 4 shows the two load conditions taken in consideration. Three samples were tested according to each scheme, 
accounting for a total of six specimens. All samples had identical geometrical properties: the radius, R, of the semi-circular 
samples was 80 mm, whereas the length of the notch, a, was 40 mm.  
I 
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The SCB loading scheme consisted of a point load centered on the top edge of the half-disc, which was spanned at 120 mm  1 2 60 mmS S  . In the ASCB loading scheme the left supports was moved to a 5.5 mm  2S distance from the specimen 
mid span, with the second supports remaining at a 60 mm  1S  distance from midspan.  
All tests were performed in displacement control, at 2 mm/min rate. Load and displacement data were continuously 
recorded using the testing machine built-in sensors and data acquisition system. Additionally, fixed focal lens camera shots 
were taken every 5 second to digitally monitor the specimen change of configuration under the applied loads.  
 
 
 
                                                     (a)                                                                                       (b) 
 
Figure 4: Experimental Setup: (a) SCB specimen; (b) ASCB specimen. 
 
Results  
Fig 5(a) and (b) show the average force vs. mid-span vertical displacement relations, exhibited by the SCB and ASCB 
specimens, respectively, as well as the xx  strain maps retrieved by means of the DIC processing. 
The black curves refer to the specimen displacement measured at the top point A, using the machine built-in transducer. 
These values are affected by the loading-pin penetration, as evidenced by the heavy non-linear behavior of the curve. An 
additional measure of the experimental displacement at the crack mouth (point B) was retrieved from the correlation of the 
digital images collected, each corresponding to a known load step. The DIC  processing was performed using the freeware 
Matlab script Ncorr, developed by Blaber et al. [31]. The red curve obtained in this manner is a more realistic representation 
of the flexural deflection of the specimen, being only affected by minor local compressions occurring at the specimen 
supporting pins. 
The average values of maximum forces detected in the experimental tests, as detailed in Tab. 1, were employed for the 
calculation of the Stress Intensity Factors (SIFs). 
The SIFs for mode I, 1cK , and mode II 2cK , were computed according to the following expression, proposed by Ayatollah 
et al. [27]: 
 
 max 1 2, , ,    1, 22ic i i
PK a Y a R S R S R i
Rt
         (12) 
 
where maxP  is the average value of the maximum load experimentally measured either on SCB or ASCB specimens, and the 
functions  1 2, ,iY a R S R S R  are given by Marsavina et al. [28, 29]: 
 
       
           
3 2
1 2 2 2 2
5 4 3 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
6.235 15.069 17.229 1.062
1.884 7.309 5.037 2.77 5.075 1.983
Y S R S R S R S R
Y S R S R S R S R S R S R
   
     
 (13) 
 
Computed values of SIFs with reference to the two set of tests are listed in Tab. 1. 
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                                                     (a)                                                                                       (b) 
 
Figure 5: Load – midspan vertical displacement relationship and DIC strain maps: (a) SCB specimen; (b) ASCB specimen. 
 
 
 
Divinycell H100 
1cK  [MPa m0.5]  2cK  [MPa m0.5] 1maxP  [N] 2maxP  [N] 
0.222±0.001 0.116±0.002 334±1 628±5 
 
Table 1: Experimental results in terms SIFs and maximum load reached. 
 
 
SIMULATION OF THE INTERFACIAL DEBONDING 
 
n this section, the capability of the proposed model to predict the debonding failure mechanism in sandwich panels at 
the skin/core interface is verified by means of comparisons with numerical and experimental results available in 
literature. Structures featuring aluminum or glass/polyester face-sheets and different type of foam cores are taken in 
consideration. In detail, the static behavior of interfacial crack propagation at the upper interface between face-sheet and 
core is investigated on classical Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) and Mixed Mode Bending (MMB) loading schemes. 
Subsequently, the dynamic behavior is analyzed with the aim to identify the influence of inertial effects produced by different 
levels of loading rate and by different core typologies.   
 
Double Cantilever Beam 
As a first case study, the DCB loading scheme studied by Odessa et al. [32] is investigated. Fig. 6(a) illustrates the geometry 
of the specimen, as well as loading and boundary conditions, whereas mechanical properties assumed for the skins, core 
and interfaces, are summarized in Tab.2., according to data reported in [32].  
Fig. 6(b) shows the dimensionless values of the opening force  cF G B and nominal crack tip position  TX L in function 
of the opening displacement, with reference to two different core thickness configurations, i.e. 15 20 mmch   . The 
opening force values obtained are compared to both experimental [33] and numerical [32] results retrieved from literature, 
showing excellent agreement and demonstrating the capability of the model to efficiently simulate a mode I debonding 
phenomenon. It is also worth noting how an increment in the core thickness does not produce significant variations in the 
loading curve, due to the high deformability of the foam compared to the skin layers. 
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                                                     (a)                                                                                       (b) 
 
Figure 6: DCB specimen: (a) loading scheme; (b) opening force and nominal crack tip position in function of the opening displacement,  
comparison to experimental [33] and numerical data [32]. 
 
 
Face-sheet 
(aluminium) 
s
11E  [MPa]  s12G  [MPa] 
s  s  [kg/mc] 
70 103 26 103 0.33 2700 
Core-PMI AIRES R 
90.400 
c
11E  [MPa] c12G  [MPa] c  c [kg/mc] 
420 220 0.25 400 
Interface properties c
G [N mm-1] 0  [mm]   
0.550 0.12   
 
Table 2: DCB test: material and interface properties 
 
 
                                                     (a)                                                                                       (b) 
 
Figure 7: MMB specimen: (a) loading scheme; (b) opening force and nominal crack tip position in function of the opening displacement, 
comparison to experimental data [3]. 
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Mixed Mode Bending 
In this subsection, the MMB loading scheme shown in Fig. 7(a), experimentally analyzed by Carlosson and Kardomateas [3]  
and Quispitupa et al. [34], is taken into consideration. The values of material properties of the medium-density foam 
Divinycell H100, as reported by the referred authors and assumed in current analysis, are reported in Tab. 2.  
A preliminary step of the analysis involves the calibration of the cohesive model parameters, which is based on the 
experimental force / opening displacement relation observed in [3, 34] for two different values of the lever arm c (i.e. 40, 
50 mm). Fig. 7(b) shows the best fitting curves obtained, both corresponding to a value of the separation energy for unit 
area, cG , and characteristic slip parameter, 0 , equal to 0.800 N/mm and 0.12 mm, respectively. 
Based on such interface properties, the investigation is therefore extended to a dynamic context, with the aim to investigate 
the influence of the loading rate and the inertial effects produced by different typologies of core. The displacement rate law 
adopted in the analysis is a linear ramp curve until the instant t0, with t0 assumed half of first period of vibration (T1) of the 
structure, followed by a constant rate value v0. 
A parametric study is performed according to the following values of v0: 
1) v0= 1 m s-1; 
2) v0= 5 m s-1; 
3) v0= 10 m s-1. 
 
Face-sheet 
glass/polyester 
s
11E  [MPa] s12G  [MPa] 
s  s [kg/mc] 
16.4 103 2.7 103 0.17 1500 
Core-Divinycell 
H100 
c
11E  [MPa] c12G  [MPa] c  c  [kg/mc] 
135 35 0.32 100 
Interface properties cG  [N mm
-1] 0  [mm]   
0.800 0.12   
 
Table 3: MMB test: mechanical and interface properties. 
 
 c11E  [MPa] c12G  [MPa] c  [kg/mc] 
Divinycell H35 40 12 38 
Divinycell H100 135 35 100 
Divinycell H250 400 97 250 
 
Table 4: Mechanical properties DIVINYCELL H. 
 
 
 
                                                     (a)                                                                                       (b) 
 
Figure 8: MMB test: (a) influence of the loading rate on the loading-displacement curve; (b) influence of the loading rate on the nominal 
crack tip speed. 
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                                                     (a)                                                                                                 (b) 
 
Figure 9: MMB test: (a) influence of the core typology in terms on the loading-displacement curve; (b) Influence of the core typology 
on the nominal crack tip speed. 
 
Fig. 8(a) depicts the first set of results obtained in terms of dimensionless resistance curves. Whereas static and dynamic 
solutions are substantially overlapped for low value of v0, a remarkable increment of the peak load and a slightly unstable 
post-peak behavior can be observed when the value of v0 is increased. 
Furthermore, the relationship between nominal crack tip speed and applied displacement is shown in Fig. 8(b). The crack 
speed tends to be larger in the initiation phase while subsequently tends to decrease according to a damped oscillation, 
during the process of delamination. 
The second set of results pertains the influence of the core mechanical properties (on the interfacial debonding under the 
dynamic loading rate described above and adopting a constant value of v0 equal to 10 ms-1.  
As shown in Tab. 4, the previously analyzed core (Divinycell H100) is used as reference material in comparison to a high-
density core (Divinycell H250) and a low-density one (Divinycell H35). 
Fig. 9(a) shows that peak loads observed in different cores are generally similar, whereas marked differences in terms of 
initial stiffness are visible. In particular, the higher density specimen (H250) produces a slight increment in terms of stiffness 
and almost same peak load as the medium-density one. On the other hand, the lower density core (H35) can guarantee 
relevant deformation capacity during the crack propagation, whilst its performance in terms of stiffness and peak load are 
less remarkable. 
Finally, Fig. 9(b) presents an investigation on the nominal crack tip speed in function of the applied displacement. The 
results show that an increment in the core density does not produce relevant amplifications in the nominal crack speed. It 
is also evident that more deformable cores are associated with a delayed crack onset, and consequently a higher fracture 
toughness. 
 
 
CRACK PROPAGATION IN A SANDWICH STRUCTURE CORE 
 
n this set of numerical results aims to validate the capability of model to describe the crack propagation in 2D solids. 
With this purpose, a sandwich structure fixed at bottom skin with an initial horizontal crack is taken into consideration 
as reference case study (Fig. 10). 
Although the proposed model is able to describe both the skin/core interface delamination and the crack propagation in 
the core, the aim of these simulations is specifically to describe the crack path occurred in the core of the sandwich structures 
and verify its effects on the interfacial traction forces. 
 
Geometry, load conditions, and material properties 
The reference specimen has a 150 mm length and width equal to 35 mm. The core and skin thickness are 75 mm and 2 mm, 
respectively. The initial crack has a length to 25 mm and it is located at the core mid-depth.   
Two different loading conditions are investigated:  
I
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1) a uniformly distributed opening force applied along the upper skin of the panel (Fig. 10(a)).  
2) a point opening force applied at the cracked edge of the panel (Fig. 10(b));  
The idealized sandwich structure presents glass/polyester skins and a Divinycell H100 foam core, therefore the material and 
interface properties are the same as the ones listed in Tab. 3 with reference to the MMB test. The fracture parameters 1CK
and 2CK  experimentally determined Divinycell H100 foams, as detailed in the experimental section of this paper, are 
employed in this analysis.   
 
 
 
                                    (a)                                                                (b)                                                          (c) 
 
Figure 10: (a) uniformly distributed opening force applied along the upper skin of the panel; (b) point opening force applied at the 
cracked edge of the panel (b); detail of the mesh discretization in the core (c). 
 
 
Modelling 
The 2D model involves a discretization of each face sheet by means of shear deformable beam elements, whereas the foam 
core is modelled by plane stress triangular elements. Both skin and core elements features cubic interpolation functions and 
a linear elastic constitutive behavior of the materials. ALE equations are introduced at each skin/core interfaces, in view of 
possible debonding phenomena, and in the core, to predict the propagation of the pre-existing crack length. Linear 
interpolation functions are assumed for the ALE variables. 
The numerical discretization used for the face sheet is assumed to be generally uniform with an element length D equal 
to 5mm . A coarse discretization is adopted at the interface, in absence of any pre-existing interfacial defects. With reference 
to the core modelling, a high number of computational points is condensed around the crack tip region, whereas a coarse 
discretization is adopted in the remaining domain (Fig. 10(c)). The analysis is developed in displacement control mode, with 
the aim to ensure a stable crack propagation.  
 
 
 
                                                     (a)                                                                                       (b) 
 
Figure 11: Load-displacement response: (a) uniformly distributed opening force; (b) point opening force. 
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Numerical Results 
Figs. 11 (a) and (b) show the load / opening displacement curves numerically obtained with reference to both the schemes 
here considered. As shown, the constitutive behavior shown is initially linear and stable. Once the crack function criterion 
is satisfied, the curves show a sudden descending trend.  
A clearly different trend can be observed in the two descending branches: the point loading causes a snap-back, a 
phenomenon that is not evidenced when a uniformly distributed opening load is applied to the structure. 
In Figs. 12 and 13, the Von Mises stress maps at four subsequent load steps are shown together with crack propagation 
pattern for both loading configurations. Although in both cases a mixed mode fracture arises, the crack propagation paths 
exhibited by the two specimens are visibly distinguishable. Whereas the point load activates a mode II dominated fracture 
process I, the distributed load tends to cause a mode I dominated fracture mode. 
In sandwich structures, loads are typically applied to the face-sheets and these are transmitted to the core by the adhesive 
interface. The core behavior and its sensitivity to crack propagation is, therefore, strongly affected by the interfacial stress, 
which are, in turn, related to the external loads, the materials stiffness’s, and the cohesive law.  
In this view, the interfacial traction forces detected at the upper skin-to-core interface are shown in Figs. 14 and 15 for both 
load configurations analyzed. 
Fig. 14(a) depicts the distribution of the interfacial forces corresponding to the peak load of the linear elastic branch (A) in 
the distributed load case. The distribution of stresses is quite uniform, which suggest the cohesive interface is not threatened 
by any possible debonding phenomenon. The propagation of the crack in the core is able to slightly affect the distribution 
of the interfacial traction forces (Figs. 14(b), (c), and (d)), whilst it does not substantially modify the quality of interface 
response. 
 
 
 
 
                     (a)                                               (b)                                               (c)                                            (d) 
 
Figure 12: Uniformly distributed opening force: Von Mises contour plots and crack evolution for different loading steps. 
 
 
 
 
                     (a)                                               (b)                                               (c)                                            (d) 
 
Figure 13: Point opening force: Von Mises contour plots and crack evolution for different loading steps. 
 
 
A similar analysis is illustrated in Fig. 15 (a-d) with reference to the point opening force scheme. As shown in Fig. 15(a), 
high values of the interfacial traction arises at the sandwich panel edge, in correspondence of the applied load. The onset 
condition could have been easily activated at the interface region but it is prevented, in this case, by the crack propagation 
in the core. This phenomenon tremendously affects the interfacial stresses, whose peak tends to move congruently with the 
crack tip position. However, a more even distribution of stresses suggests that an interface debonding is unluckily to occur 
at this stage. 
The results show how the interfacial stresses distribution can affect the crack propagation in the core and highlights the 
usefulness of a numerical model able to couple the two effects in an effective manner. 
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Figure 14: Uniformly distributed opening force: interfacial stresses across the upper cohesive interfaces at different value of core’s crack 
tip positions. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15: point opening force: interfacial stresses across the upper cohesive interfaces at different value of core’s crack tip positions. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
he proposed model is developed with the purpose to study the behavior of sandwich structures affected by 
debonding phenomena and macrocrack in the core region. The numerical model is inspired by the previous works 
of the authors, performed in the framework of the layered structures and here generalized to sandwich structures. 
In this work, the numerical model is based on a 2D plane stress formulation to simulate the internal core, whereas the face-
sheets follow a one dimensional model based on Timoshenko beam kinematics. In order to describe the delamination 
process, the proposed approach combines ALE formulation with a CZM. Moreover, crack growth in the core is predicted 
by a 2D moving mesh approach, in which a proper fracture criterion and mesh refitting procedure are introduced to predict 
crack tip front direction and displacement. Compared to existing formulations available in literature, this model presents 
lower computational complexities in the governing equations. In particular, the combination between CZM and ALE 
formulations, gives the possibility to introduce nonlinear interface elements in a small region containing the crack tip front, 
whereas in the remaining a coarse discretization is considered. In the model here proposed, macro-cracks at core/skin 
interface or in the core are decoupled during the crack evolution, therefore future developments are required to predict 
interaction phenomena, such as coalescence or initiation mechanisms. However, comparisons with numerical and 
experimental results, developed in both static and dynamic frameworks, show the capability of the proposed model to 
predict interfacial debonding phenomena at core/skin interfaces or the evolution of internal macrocracks in the core. 
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